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Chinese or English? Writing Practices of Users from
Mainland China on Instagram
Li Danling

providing a Web site where users can view posts on the Web
interface.
Its popularity also leads to some academic studies
shedding light on the photo content and its impact on
different aspects including photography and photojournalism
[6], teaching and learning [7] and etc. Nevertheless, relatively
less studies pay attention to users’ linguistic practices on
Instagram, except the study of [8], in which Cantonese
hashtags are examined and regarded as a form of
representation of Hong Kong identities. This study aims to
explore how Mainland Chinese users negotiate their language
choices (English and Chinese) and switch codes in the online
writing spaces by probing into their writing and linguistic
practices on Instagram (including profile, hashtag, caption
and comments) presented in Fig. 1.

Abstract—Studies on language use of non-native English
speakers (NNES) are gaining momentum within the realm of
computer-mediated communication (CMC). The present study,
hence, addresses the NNES community in Mainland China
through exploring their multilingual writing practices on the
photo/video sharing mobile application, Instagram. Based on an
approach of understanding literacies as a social practice,
qualitative data are collected through exploratory observation
of linguistic resources in the sites of 100 Instagramers and
online interviews with 20 Mainland Chinese users. Findings
demonstrate how Mainland Chinese users negotiate their
language choices (Chinese/English) on Instagram and also
indicate that linguistic practices are situated in a sociocultural
context and could be influenced by a number of factors
including users’ situated linguistic ecology, audience awareness
and the content of the post.
Index Terms—Instagram, language choice, code-switching,
multilingual literacy practices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many scholars express their concerns over the issues of
English dominance and English as lingua franca on the
Internet, regarding it as a threat to the status of other
languages [1]. Meanwhile, statistics show that approximately
two-thirds of Internet users are non-native English speakers
(NNES) by 2016 [2] and millions of NNES users are
participating in online activities today using their native
languages or ‘a mixture of languages’. There are also voices
of localizing the Internet and imposing multilingualism on
the web [3]. Under such a complex context, studies on the use
of other languages, in particular, the NNES’s native
languages are gaining increasing popularity in the field of
language use in computer-mediated communication (CMC)
[4].
The Internet in Mainland China today is bombarded with
various languages (e.g. English, simplified Chinese and
varieties of Chinese) [5], which renders the online writing
practices great value and authenticity to be explored. Hence,
this study looks into Mainland Chinese users’ writing
practices on line, in particular, their language choices.

Fig. 1. Profile, hashtag, caption and comments on Instagram.

B. Multilingual Writing Practices Online
Instagram, with its large community, could be regarded as
an emerging culture where people with different backgrounds
are actively communicating and interacting with each other.
Hence, this global online platform provides rich and thick
data for language and literacy studies. Through the
theoretical lens of ‘literacy as a social practice’ [9], the
computer-mediated discourse (CMD), namely the writing
and linguistic data on Instagram could be viewed as
constructed and shaped in that sociocultural context where it
is embedded.
Within the existing literature on CMC, the notion of
‘language/code choice’ and ‘code-switching’ (CS) are
differently defined. Language choice is generally a broad
conception concerning codes or linguistic recourses available
to online participants. CS is defined as “dialogically
interrelated by responding to previous, and contextualizing
subsequent, contributions” [10]. Therefore, CS is more

A. The Context of the Study
The present study investigates the multilingual writing
practices of Mainland Chinese users on a mobile application
(iOS and Android) – Instagram. Instagram is a popular
photo/video capturing and sharing mobile application, with
more than 500 million registered users by June, 2016 [2], also
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closely related with the online writing interactions (mainly
Comments) [8].
Studies on online CS are well documented in [10] and [8],
including different chosen platforms, languages, participants,
methods and themes. Moreover, the structural patterns
(insertional, alternational, intraword CS) and motivations of
CS have also been comprehensively and succinctly
summarized in [10] and [8]. Studies conducted in different
sociocultural backgrounds reveal different reasons for CS,
such as language preference [11], cultural value, ethnic
identities [12], [13], [14], site’s affordances [15], economic
concerns [3] and etc. In a broader sense, factors accounting
for users’ different languages choices online were concluded
in [8] as “situated language ecology of individual users,
imagined audience, content of post and technological
possibilities and constraints”.
In the light of the above studies, studies on language
choice and CS need to be explored on a context-specific basis
[16]. As not much has been known about Mainland Chinese
users’ writing practices online, the present study probes into
the linguistic practices of Mainland Chinese users on
Instagram and explores how they negotiate their language
choices and switch codes online.

participants’ writing practices on Instagram, users from Hong
Kong and Taiwan were not included because written
Cantonese and traditional Chinese were not used in daily
writing and communication in Mainland China. Second, they
should be active users on Instagram (users’ last post should
be within one week from the date I started my exploratory
observation).
In the second stage, exploratory observation and the
subsequent email interview were both carried out to gain
insights into users’ language choices in writing practices on
Instagram. In this stage, I identified 20 active multilingual
users out of the 100 selected users and then examined each
one of them by analyzing at least 100 posts with all the
accompanied writing. Follow-up email interviews [14] were
conducted respectively with the 20 chosen users to
understand the complicated issues underpinning their writing
practices (language choice/ CS). The selection criteria of the
20 users were: first, they should have at least 50 followers;
second, they should contribute a lot in writing with at least
100 posts on Instagram (including profile, hashtag, caption
and comments), as the posts were the primary data to be
analyzed.

III. MAINLAND CHINESE USERS’ WRITING PRACTICES ON
INSTAGRAM
II. METHODOLOGY

A recursive process of the analysis of screen-based and
user-based data was conducted to present users’ multilingual
practices on Instagram in four sections: profile, caption,
hashtag and comments.

A discourse-centered online ethnography [17] is adopted
in this study, consisting of two phases of research: systematic
observation of CMD and contacting the participants. I have
been using Instagram for almost 3 years, regularly uploading
pictures with captions and hashtags and also interact with
other users using English and simplified Chinese on
Instagram. My experience as an active user and follower
offers me an insider’s knowledge and a role as a participant
observer in this study to gain a better understanding of
participants’ writing practices on Instagram [18]. Qualitative
approach is adopted in this study to make an in-depth
exploration in order to better address the research questions
as follows:
1) How do Mainland Chinese users deploy their linguistic
practices for meaning making on Instagram?
2) What are the factors affecting their language/code
choice on Instagram?

A. Profile
Profile in Instagram mainly consists of nickname and
introduction. All screen names are required to be made of
letters of the English alphabet, numbers, and symbols. Most
observed Instagramers use their English names or names
from Chinese Pinyin (or initial words of Chinese Pinyin) or
the combination of the former two as the basis and add some
symbols or characters to form their screen names, like
fuxing810, versperyourname. Most of the introductions are
written in English, indicating the location or presenting some
self-descriptions (see Fig. 2).

Data Collection Process
Data collection spanned three months with daily checking
and visiting Instagram. The main tools for data collection are
exploratory observation [4] and email interview [19].
Collected data consists of screen-based data (including
profile, hashtag, caption and comments) and user-based data
(mainly through instant messages on Instagram and
email-interview) [10]. Most participants prefer to
communicate in Chinese. Hence, member checking has been
conducted after the translation to ensure the validity of the
results.
In the first phase, exploratory observation of different
Instagram sites was conducted to the first 100 users that I
came across and their latest 20 posts were examined. The
selection of the 100 users followed two criteria [20]. First,
participants should be users from Mainland China (explicitly
stated in the profile). In order to gain deeper insights into

Fig. 2. User’s profile on Instagram.

B. Caption
Caption is written and added to pictures or videos by the
posters to explain the content or to express their feelings,
which could be the main source for other users to comment.
Many users write bilingual captions in English and Chinese.
Some literally translate the Chinese into English sentence by
sentence. Fig. 3 is a case of bilingual captions provided by
vesperyourname, a Mainland Chinese student in Australia.
Vesperyourname first wrote in Chinese in the caption and
translated it into English (Fig. 3). In her Chinese version, she
put “ppt” and “presentation” embedded in the Chinese
grammatical frame.
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Fig. 3. Vesperyourname’s post.

C. Hashtag
Hashtag is hyperlinked on Instagram, giving rise to
“ambient affiliation” and facilitates “searchable talk” [8]. All
the hashtags are analyzed taking considerations of the content
of the posts [21]. Approximately two thirds of hashtags are
written in English (some with their Chinese equivalents).
Distinguished features emerge from the language use in
hashtags. Users tend to extract words from the captions as
hashtags and some will write bilingual hashtags both in
English and Chinese indicating the same thing. Some
Instagramers use specific kinds of words (e.g. location, mood)
as hashtags. For instance, in Fig. 4, ray_yuan depicted the
rainroom both in English and Chinese to tag the post. Also,
he added #inspiration, #YUZMuseum and #Shanghai to
express his feelings and specify the location.

last comment, zuoruo, her Chinese contact, started by using
an English word “Taco”, and switched to Chinese in the rest
of the comment. This kind of CS complies with the System
Morpheme Principle under the Matrix Language Frame
(MLF) Model [22]. MLF Model suggests that lexical rather
than grammatical/functional morphemes can be inserted as
embedded language elements. In the above comments
between wangxiaolv and her Mainland Chinese friends (Fig.
5), they used Chinese (L1) as the matrix language in the form
of sentence structure, and inserted English (L2) as the
embedded language in the form of lexical morphemes. The
inserted morphemes are all lexical instead of grammatical
ones.

Fig. 5. Comments on Instagram.

IV. FACTORS INFLUENCING LANGUAGE CHOICE ON
INSTAGRAM
Based on the data presented above through exploratory
observation and online interviews, Instagram could be
viewed as a multilingual writing space for Mainland Chinese
users to interact and socialize. Users’ language/code choice
on Instagram is influenced by various sociocultural factors.
Based on the factors concluded in the study of [8], the present
study address the second research question from the
following three aspects.

Fig. 4. Ray_yuan’s post.

A. Situated Language Ecology
Situated language ecology [8] refers to one’s
sociolinguistic and cultural backgrounds and their attitudes
towards linguistic resources. In this study, all the users
coming from Mainland China share the same writing system
despite that they speak different varieties of Chinese. Most of
the interviewed users acknowledge that English is becoming
prevalent on the Internet and English is their first choice in
writing profiles, captions and hashtags on Instagram.
However, a user shows totally different attitudes towards the
use of English on Instagram, stating that:

Another noteworthy linguistic use in hashtags is the
intraword switching. Like Sara, a Mainland Chinese student
in Italy, posted a world map on Instagram with a hashtag. In
the hasgtag, she added the English inflectional suffix ‘-ing’ to
a Chinese verb phrase in order to present the present
progressive tense.
D. Comments
Comments on Instagram are an important section for users
to interact and socialize. The Mainland Chinese Instagramers
in my study set their account open to all the users, welcoming
comments in different languages. Therefore, most examples
of inter- or intra-sentential CS [11] are elicited from this
section after recursively examining the details of their
multilingual use online. Users in my study intend to switch
their language according to whom they are writing to. Below
is an example (Fig. 5) posted by wangxiaolv, a photographer
in Beijing.
Wangxiaolv replied sheirldawg in English knowing that
she was a native English speaker whereas she responded
puremolly in Chinese, because puremolly was her Chinese
friend. As presented in Fig. 5, Puremolly used Chinese as the
base language with the English word “Taco” inserted. In the

I am a patriot or you can say a nationalist. I will only say
Chinese on Ins, you know…. I will try my best not to use
English, but only if the one I am speaking to is a
foreigner, you know. I will put tags, of course in
Chinese to disseminate the political information.
His case is worth noting and what he said indeed matches
what I observed. Chinese is his priority in writing things on
Instagram and he only switched to English in the comments
when he replied to a monolingual native speaker.
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B. Audience Awareness
Users’ target audience [8] (their friends or the unknown
public users) also influences their language choice. Users
tend to respond to their audience using the same language
they use to comment. Wangxiaolv explained, “The choice of
language on Ins depends on which audience I want to speak
to. Ins is more for my American friends and family as my
Chinese friends are not so active on Ins.” Exceptions occur
when users know that the audience could speak their native
language (Chinese) and they probably switch to Chinese.
Normally users are aware of the linguistic background of the
audience they are responding to as they could indicate what
language they are using by looking into their profiles,
captions and etc.
Zoey and danraiy have different purposes of using
bilingual posts, however, their common goal is to reach a
wider and broader readership [21]. Danraiy mentioned that
the reason why he used both English and Chinese hashtags
was “to improve popularity of my post and gain more online
media attention, so that I can have a broader social circle and
get to know more new friends”. In addition, Zoey explained,
“audience is my main concern, for whom I use bilingual
hashtags in different styles (catchwords, jargons, dialects,
etc.) and top search term will be included.” She also
emphasized, “Instagram is a writing space for topic diffusion
and spreading, in particular, for commercial purposes to
attract your potential customers both locally and
internationally.”

V. CONCLUSION
The present study demonstrates how Mainland Chinese
users deploy linguistic sources in meaning making on
Instagram by shedding light on their language choices.
Adopting a social practice approach, this study elaborates on
the online multilingual writing practices in different sections
on Instagram (profile, caption, hashtag, comments). Situated
linguistic ecology, audience awareness and the content of the
post have emerged as the three major factors influencing
users’ language choices (English/Chinese) on Instagram after
the recursive process of data analysis. Further study could be
conducted under different contexts focusing on different
linguistic communities.
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